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Foreword
Devolution: Unlocking the Digital Dividend
The disruption caused by digital technology can be seen in many
industries. It has fundamentally changed how organisations
innovate and how we interact with each other and with the
businesses and other institutions in our lives. Yet despite its
apparent dominance by a few large firms, digital technology is
fundamentally democratic. It is often the users of these services
who create the content, rate their quality and promote them to
friends. So in some ways it is ironic that we are yet to see the
full potential for digital technology to disrupt the institutions of
government.
Technology advocates often draw unfavourable comparisons
between fast-growing digital startups and government. Such
comparisons are often fatuous and fail to recognise the unique
context in which public bodies must operate. But there is one brake
on digitisation which we have the power to address.
In comparison to other nations, the UK has a large, monolithic
central government responsible for a lot of services, and relatively
weak and dispersed local government. Where technologydriven reform has happened it has tended to be through national
solutions, implemented on a “big bang” basis. Though by no
means all of these reforms have been failures, they are always
difficult, almost always slow, and often fail to deliver in line with the
original expectations.
There are many profound consequences for democracy
and accountability associated with devolution. These are
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comprehensively explored in this excellent paper from our
partners in the LGIU. But I would suggest that it is the practical
consequences that will ultimately be seen to be the most
significant. Devolution offers the opportunity to apply technology in
a more nuanced yet effective way to the challenges of government.
To harness the participative models that underpin the world’s best
digital businesses to create public services that are more flexible,
more responsive and better able to meet the needs of their users.
Devolution is not an essential precursor to enabling some of
these benefits. Nor is it a panacea: it will not in itself alleviate the
budgetary pressures that many public services are experiencing.
But attempting to realise the benefits of digital government whilst
preserving old organisational structures is fundamentally missing
the point. Devolution will help to unlock the digital dividend.
James Johns
Director of Corporate Affairs
Hewlett-Packard UK & Ireland
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Introduction

Devolution is a key priority for this government. The Queen’s
speech featured the Cities and Local Devolution Bill which sets out
how new devolution settlements will give cities greater control over
transport, housing, skills and healthcare in return for establishing
elected mayors. The Chancellor has made it clear that he sees this
as a key task for this Parliament and has argued that devolution
offers the opportunity to “create a balanced, more healthy economy
for working people across our United Kingdom”1. The appointment
of Greg Clark as Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government underlines the strategic importance of this approach,
bringing CLG to the forefront of it for the first time.
It’s clear though that this devolution must operate within some
formal parameters set by central government, specifically the
creation of an elected mayor: “it’s right people have a single point
of accountability: someone they elect, who takes the decisions and
carries the can. So with these new powers for cities must come
new city-wide elected mayors who work with local councils,” the
Chancellor argued in his first major speech after the election.
For non-metropolitan areas the offer looks more limited with an
extension of the Growth Deal programme from the last Parliament.
The starting point of this paper is that these moves towards
devolution are a vital step not only towards stronger local
economies, but towards better, more sustainable public services
and towards greater democratic engagement across the UK.
1 G. Osborne, Speech on City Devolution, Manchester, May 2015
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We try and set out how we can fulfil this promise in a practical way:
one that allows devolution to happen at scale and at speed by
avoiding a bureaucratic log jam in Whitehall and enables the sort of
plurality and ambition we need to make it work across the country.
This is our devolution road map.
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Why we need devolution:
The Case for Connected
Localism
Despite recent progress, Britain remains one of the most
centralised countries in the western world. Perhaps the starkest
indication is that only two per cent of taxation in the UK is raised
locally, compared with at least double that in countries such as
France, Germany, the United States or Canada2. Spending is also
dominated by central government which disposes of 72 per cent of
all public expenditure, compared to 35 per cent in France and 19
per cent in Germany3.
Central government continues to hold the purse strings
determining the delivery of local services across the country,
despite more than a decade of politicians from all sides of the
ideological spectrum rhetorically emphasising their commitment
to localism. Health care is run from Whitehall as, increasingly, is
education. Local government relies on central government for its
funding, is hedged with rules as to what it can and can’t do, and
must go cap in hand to the treasury to negotiate new spending
and income raising powers. This over centralisation stifles growth,
degrades public services, and entrenches inequalities between
different parts of the country.
But, it doesn’t have to be this way and, indeed, it didn’t used to be. In
the 19th century far more money was raised locally than nationally.
The great municipalisation of the 19th century was driven by local
government that was largely self-funding and that had the confidence
and the power to drive through quantum leaps, in education,
healthcare, housing, and sanitation. Even relatively recently the
2 T. Travers, Local government’s role in promoting economic growth: Removing
unnecessary barriers to success. London, LGA, 2012, 0.17
3 P. Blond & M. Morrin, Devo Max - Devo Manc: Place-based public services,
London, Respublica, 2014, p. 13
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percentage of taxes raised locally was much higher than it is now
ranging from 4.4 per cent to 4.8 per cent between 1920 and 1975.
From the middle of the 20th century the UK saw a decisive
entrenchment of power in central government. It came to be
accepted (though not without fierce debate) that the creation of
the welfare state in the 1940s required public services to be
centrally administered to ensure universality of access and
consistency of quality.
Conversely in the 1980s, it was the drive towards privatisation
and anxiety about the public sector’s capacity to deliver that led
Margaret Thatcher’s administration to further centralise the delivery
of public services and impose restrictions on the powers of local
government. Over the last two decades there have been attempts
to reverse this drive towards centralisation.
New Labour came to power committed to developing a new
localism and later ‘double devolution’, but the implementation
of these strategies involved a rigidly imposed new public
management approach and a performance management regime
that effectively reduced the capacity for independent innovation in
local authorities.
The 2010 coalition government began with the Big Society, which
had a Burkean, localist logic and has implemented the Localism
Act giving councils unprecedented freedom of action as well as
continuing the Labour administration’s integrative Total Place
initiative under the banner of Community Budgets. It further
experimented with different approaches to troubled families. It also
offered new investment and earning powers through a programme
of City Deals.
But despite their successes, many of these initiatives have
remained frustratingly marginal and local authorities have struggled
to reconcile them with an efficiency agenda.
LGiU Devolution: a road map
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So we have made modest progress but yet, after two decades of
double devolution, the empowerment agenda, the Big Society and
the Localism Act, we still live in a nation in which 98 per cent of tax
is determined by one person. Why does this matter?
There are several compelling arguments for a localist approach.
The simplest and most compelling is democratic – a principle that
all things being equal decisions should be taken by the people
they most effect. This principle has been at the heart of the
development of the British state over more than a thousand years
from the Saxon Hundred through to the creation of the Scottish and
Welsh Parliaments in the late 1990s.
In an increasingly global world, a sense of local identity and a
sense of control over local decision-making remain a fundamental
element in many people’s sense of well-being.
This positive principle of local determination has a negative twin
in the sense of disconnect from Westminster politics which can
be seen in the support for devolution and/or independence in
Scotland, the growing support for ‘anti-system’ parties such as
UKIP, and in declining voter turnout.
Increasingly, people feel that decision-making is remote from them
and their interests and that the current system of governance in
the UK is broken. Ipsos Mori research shows that the number of
people who believe that the way the UK is governed requires “a
great deal of improvement” has doubled from 14 per cent to 31 per
cent over the last 40 years.4
However, localism is a practical good as well as a moral and
political one. We need it to ensure effective public services.
We know that public services cannot continue as they are. The
need for innovation is driven by the immediate challenge of
4 https://www.ipsos-mori.com/researchpublications/researcharchive/poll.
aspx?oItemId=2442&view=wide
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fiscal austerity and by the profound questions raised by longterm challenges such as an ageing population, a fluid and highly
competitive global economy, population movement, climate
change, urbanisation and technological development.
These pressures create a steeply rising demand for public
services. We know, for example, that the cost of care is likely to
rise by two or three times over the next 50 years, and that the cost
of tackling diabetes, already 10 per cent of the NHS budget, will
rise to 17 per cent within 20 years.5
But the nature of demand is changing as well as its scale. We are
seeing a shift from acute to chronic conditions which require early
intervention and collaborative management; we are recognising
the complex interdependency of social, physical and economic
conditions; and, as users, we are demanding services that flex
around our needs and lives rather than being determined by rigid
institutional structures.
The broad outline of public service reform is becoming clear.
We need to move from a system that is geared towards acute
intervention to one that is characterised by demand management,
prevention, integration of services, multi-agency working and
which is co-produced with, and designed around, the needs of
service users. That means recognising that the real challenges we
face cannot be solved by the state alone – instead they require
collaborative engagement from all parts of the public realm: a new
relationship between citizen, civil society and (local) state in which
each supports the other in a contribution to the common good.
That means thinking about the total asset base of a community
and the value in social networks and civic energy. It means thinking
about early intervention, not just in terms of invest to save but as
building capacity and resilience. It means considering how we
5 Sophia Parker, ‘Connected Localism and the challenge of change’ in J. Carr-West
(ed.), Connected Localism, London, LGiU, 2013, p.54
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structure incentives for action: for the market and most importantly
for citizens. It means understanding the networks of social action
already present in every community and aligning public services
with them.
It is simply a category error to think that we achieve this through
central government departments and their agencies. They remain
overwhelmingly geared towards acute intervention: the King’s
Fund estimates, for example, that only five percent of NHS spend
is geared towards prevention.6 Moreover, despite the successes
of Total Place, Community Budgets, and the troubled families
initiatives, the vast majority of public spend is channeled down ringfenced silos which fail to connect either at Whitehall or local level.
There is consensus from thinkers across the political spectrum
that this makes it impossible to deliver the sort of joined-up,
preventative services we need:
Centralised commissioning - at scale - leads to fragmented
supply chains, specialisation and standardisation, unable
to effectively integrate services for the most difficult client
groups, and to services that are driven by the convenience
of the programme model, not the variety of the need.7
Indeed, it is innovation that seems to be one of the biggest
victims of an overly centralised system. Evidence shows that
top-down service design and the ring fencing of budgets for
particular purposes can prevent local service providers from
shaping the services to meet local needs.8
Delivering services that wrap around complex needs, that work in
conjunction with users to prevent problems at source, and that are
6 J. Carr-West & L. Thraves, A Dose of Localism, London, LGiU, 2013 p. 6
7 P. Blond & M. Morrin, Devo Max - Devo Manc: Place-based public services,
London, Respublica, 2014, p. 20
8 E. Cox, G. Henderson & L. Raikes, Decentralisation decade: a plan for economic
prosperity, public service transformation and democratic renewal in England,
London, IPPR North, 2014, p.27
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integrated across different agencies requires an understanding of
need, an attention to detail, that can only be achieved at local level.
Universal, centrally managed, services may have been the right
response to the challenges of the mid-20th century, but if we want
to meet the interconnected, complex challenges of the 21st they
are the wrong tools for the job.
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Barriers to Localism
Today, things are changing fast. In part, this is because the
intellectual case for localism has been gaining ground, in part it is
a recognition that the UK economy needs rebalancing between
north and south and it is also to some degree a political imperative
created by the Scottish referendum in September 2014. This
placed a spotlight on the differences in levels of funding and
political agency that already exist across the UK and highlighted
the strains on the UK as a political entity and on British identity.
In the aftermath of that poll there was an immediate commitment
to greater devolution in England as well as Scotland, generating a
renewed focus on the “English question”, calls for greater powers
for the English regions, and a renewed structural debate about
governance in the whole of the UK.
George Osborne has led the way on this with his championing of
the Northern Powerhouse, the Greater Manchester Deal before the
election and the Cities and Local Government Bill after it.
In doing so he adds his voice to a growing consensus that England
needs some form of decentralisation. But this consensus, though
increasingly widespread, remains shallow and weak. That is in
part because there remain some significant barriers to English
localism. As the Chancellor said “I think if I had tried to deliver,
simultaneously, new devolution settlements in every major city,
at the same time, and tried to get every city authority to accept
new elected mayors, it simply would not have happened. Getting
Manchester through the Whitehall machinery and overcoming the
political divide was difficult enough.”9
9 G. Osborne, Speech on City Devolution, Manchester, May 2015
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We always conceive of decentralisation as a political project
driven and delivered by the centre, rather than thinking of it as a
way in which power can be grown locally. Indeed it is striking that
the very terms in which we frame this debate, “decentralisation”
and “devolution”, encode exactly the hierarchy they purport to
undermine, emphasising that power belongs to the centre and may
be disposed of at the whim of that centre. Moreover, we tend to
see power as a zero-sum game; one in which if you have more, I
necessarily have less; rather than seeing power like knowledge, as
something that can be grown through being shared.
This difficulty is compounded by the fact that we have tended to
think about decentralisation as a transfer of power, from national
to local government conceived as they currently exist, rather than
seeing it as a process that fundamentally transforms both parties to
the exchange.
The combination of these factors, decentralisation as a vertical
chain descending from Westminster and Whitehall and attempting
to operate within current institutional structures and thus subject
to their entrenched interests and ways of working, all makes
decentralisation very challenging. As a recent Institute for
Government report comments:
Actually achieving decentralisation is surprisingly complex.
The UK’s centralised political system and unitary constitution
means that the formal power to decentralise resides with
central government. However, in reality decentralising
reforms cannot just be ‘enacted’ by one interest group alone.
Such reforms tend to fail where the views and interests of
three groups do not align. Those in central government
make up the first group – including ministers, civil servants,
national political party figures and parliamentarians.
The second group is local government – including
councillors, non-political council staff, and local government
LGiU Devolution: a road map
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representative bodies and interest groups. The final group is,
of course, the voting public.10
Local government is now getting better at articulating how it
might reshape itself to take on new powers and responsibilities
but we lack a compelling account of what a more focused, but
correspondingly more powerful, central state might look like in a
more localist world. This will be a key element of selling localism to
central government legislators and administrators. So we urgently
need a new account of power that is grown, or ‘evolved’ locally not
given by the centre.
That is a theoretical task outside the scope of this paper but we
might note that we are being pushed ineluctably in this direction by
the public service reform challenges noted in the previous chapter
and the need for a response to them that jointly engages citizens
and institutions. Historically government has been reluctant to
cede control of services because it fears that it will ultimately be
held responsible for service failures. In other words there will be a
transfer of power but no transfer of political risk.
Increasingly however, the engagement of a range of non state
actors in the coproduction of public services and the prevention
of demand for them, means that the levers of power that central
government clings on to are illusory. In a reversal of what Baldwin
termed the harlot’s prerogative, central government risks assuming
responsibility without power. The greater risk for Westminster,
therefore, lies not in devolving power, but in failing to do so.
These are powerful barriers to localism, but more powerful still
is the peripheral place that it occupies in mainstream political
discourse. Historically, localism has been seen as a distinct, and
therefore discretionary, part of the political debate: a ‘nice to have’
rather than part of core political narratives such as economic
10 T. Gash, J. Randall & S. Sims, Achieving Political Decentralisation, London,
Institute for Government, 2014, p.19
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growth, social justice, or well-being. Indeed it is often seen as
being opposed to them (this is a particularly acute problem for
the left which sees localism as antithetical to reducing inequality
nationally and to consistent quality in public services). There
remains a danger that devolution will be sidelined by these ‘real’
political priorities. The central contention of this paper is that this
view is mistaken, that far from being incidental to core political
priorities, localism is, in fact, the only way of delivering them.
It is increasingly recognised by all mainstream political parties
that economic growth must have local roots. We know that 61 per
cent of UK growth is generated by city regions11 but they are still
under performing: seven out of eight core cities in England have a
GDP per capita below the national average compared to Germany
where the eight largest cities outside Berlin outperform the national
average12. Closing this gap is clearly crucial for improving the
national economy; George Osborne has argued that:
Closing the decades-old economic gap between north
and south was in our manifesto […] and is one of the main
reasons I wanted to return to the Treasury to finish the job.
It will take time and I’m realistic that we will not always see
overnight results. But we should not passively accept that,
compared to the rest of our country, the relative economic
decline of the north of England is inevitable.
We can reverse it – and create a balanced, more healthy
economy for working people across our United Kingdom.
And this view is shared by many in the Labour Party, such as
Andrew Adonis who concludes:

11 Unleashing metro growth: final recommendations of the city growth commission
, London, RSA, 2014, p. 5
12 Cox, Henderson & Raikes, Ibid, p. 22
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We also need a new generation of Joseph Chamberlains –
strong, far-sighted city and civic leaders, with bold, credible
plans, for the amenities and infrastructure their localities
need, working in close partnership with business and social
leaders, to make their towns and cities magnets of new and
better jobs. And they need the tools for the job. Whitehall
needs to hand down budgets and powers for this purpose.13
In relation to public services the overarching point is that, as we
argued in the first chapter, there is widespread consensus that
ensuring sustainable and effective public services in the medium to
long term can only be achieved through prevention, integration and
collaboration and these in turn can only be achieved locally.
But what about equality? There is a powerful idea that ensuring
that everyone has a right to and access to the same level of public
service provision requires central government to hold the reins.
Localism, it is feared, leads to the proverbial ‘postcode lottery’ with
diverging levels of provision in different parts of the country. And
there is evidence to suggest that on the whole public demand is for
consistent universal services.
But in reality there are already huge variances in the level and
quality of public services across the country. For example of the 38
NHS acute trusts inspected by the CQC since September 2013, 9
were rated good, 24 in need of improvement and five inadequate.
So the current system provides neither consistency nor quality.
Indeed, there is reason to believe that inconsistency across the
country emerges because of not despite centralised control. Siloed
budgets, delivery mechanisms and inspection regimes cascading
from Whitehall departments all act against the sort of integration
we need to achieve constantly high standards.
13 A. Adonis, Mending the Fractured Economy: Smarter state, better jobs Final
report of the Adonis Review, London, Policy Network, 2014, p.2
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It is an obvious point, but it bears repeating, that different parts
of the country have wildly varying needs and equally variable
capacities. In this landscape, equality, whether of opportunity,
outcome or standards, cannot be delivered by doing the same
thing everywhere, but requires us to set clear national aspirations
(a strategic role for central government) and leave local areas to
decide how best to use their assets to achieve these goals. The
current situation, postcode variation without choice or control, is
the worst of all worlds. Nonetheless, the conflation of equality with
homogeneity remains a powerful political idea.
So there are significant institutional and political obstacles to
achieving localism, but there are also good reasons to believe that
these barriers can and must be overcome.
We are at a unique moment in which devolution is genuinely on the
table, but we must make sure that we do not allow a two division
system to emerge with cities and non metropolitan areas being
allowed very different levels of ambition. And we must make sure
that devolution, whilst operating within the parameters set out by
the Cities and Local Government Devolution Bill, is not purely a
Whitehall led process, as this will inhibit both the scale of what it
can achieve and the speed at which it can achieve it.
Equally, as we think through the how of delivering the devolution
the government promises, we must ensure that we really engage
with the rationale of localism and not skip straight to off the peg
structural solutions.
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What are the options for
devolution?
So, if we agree on the need for further devolution, can we agree
what it might look like?
Before the election there have been a plethora of reports from local
government and the think-tank community putting forward different
visions of English devolution. The most notable of these have
been:
Devo Max - Devo Manc: Place-based public services;
(Respublica, Sept 2014). Makes the case for place
base integration of public services and for city based
devolution. They call for the “full and final” devolution
of all public spending in Greater Manchester managed
through a combined authority with enhanced powers.
Unleashing metro growth: final recommendations of
the city growth commission (RSA, October 2014).
Argues for a political and economic reconfiguration
around city regions, including greater tax and spending
powers but also emphasising connectivity and the
agglomerated potential of broader regions such as
‘ManSheffLeedsPool’.
Mending the Fractured Economy: Smarter state, better
jobs Final report of the Adonis Review (Policy Network,
June 2014). An independent review for the Labour party,
supported by Policy Network - recommends empowering
city and county regions and reforming LEPs to promote
economic growth. Supports combined authorities and
devolving business rates income to them.
18
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Decentralisation decade: a plan for economic prosperity,
public service transformation and democratic renewal
in england, (IPPR North, September 2014). Sets out
a detailed timetable for a ten year Decentralisation
programme, including fiscal devolution, combined
authorities and new county combined authorities in twotier areas which will take on responsibility for economic
development and key services.
People-powered public services (Local Government
Innovation Taskforce, July 2014). Proposes a New English
Deal for communities across the country. This would
mark a radical redistribution of power and resources
from the centre to localities. Power and funding should
be transferred to local areas to create stronger levers
to design more effective and efficient services that can
deliver these outcomes in tough financial times. In return,
local government, which is democratically accountable
to local people, should take responsibility.
These recommendations differ in their detail - but are consistent
in some key areas. All agree that public service reform and
integration is best managed locally. All agree that devolution must
take place at different speeds according to local capacity and
not wait on the slowest. All take cities and city regions as their
core focus. And they all argue for the devolution of additional tax,
spending and investment powers to local regions. All recommend
combined authorities.
The government’s approach in the last Parliament was shaped by
some of this thinking and by Lord Heseltine’s 2012 report No Stone
Left Unturned. The most significant manifestation of this approach
before the election was the agreement in November 2014 between
the Treasury and Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA)
of a new devolution deal which gave Greater Manchester more
control over business support budgets, the work programme and
LGiU Devolution: a road map
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health and social care integration, paving the way for an elected
mayor with powers over transport, planning housing investment
and policing. This was followed in February 2015 by the devolution
of £6bn health and social care funding to the GMCA.
There are now believed to be half a dozen combined authority bids
under discussion. In the Queen’s Speech following the May 2015
election the Cities and Local Government Devolution Bill provides
for the devolution of powers to cities with elected metro mayor and
to remove the limitation on the mayors functions (currently limited
to economic development, regeneration, and transport). The Bill
also allows the Government “to empower” towns and counties,
building on the programme of Growth Deals which the Government
implemented in the last Parliament.
County council leaders have tended, in private, to express
frustration at their inability to get government to respond to county
deals. Certainly the County Councils Network has argued strongly
that there needs to be a devolution settlement for the county
regions, which represent 53 million people, 86 per cent of the
country’s landmass and 40 per cent of National GVA.
This settlement should include five-year budget agreements,
fully integrated budgets and single commissioning units for local
services. But it should not, they argued, involve the imposition of
combined authorities.
We support combined authorities where pursued locally,
but no incoming Government should impose combined
authorities as the default arrangement for growth
partnerships and a prerequisite for further fiscal devolution.14
It remains to be seen just how the county deals promised by the
Bill might work, but the onus must be in councils to make these
14 County Councils Network, Our Plan for Government 2015 - 20, London, 2014
p.15
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as ambitious as possible and to aspire to the same levels of
devolution promised to the cities.
The Bill sets out some broad parameters and some red lines such
as mayors, but within these we must push for variation. Devolution
to a model set out by the centre is not devolution at all. Just as
devolution should proceed at different paces in different places, so
too it should take different shapes. There’s no need for government
to try and ‘pick a winner’ among different models, all of which have
things to recommend them.
As we shall see, if devolution is to fulfill its potential it must be
‘asymmetric’. This inevitably presents a political and practical
challenge. Combined authorities and elected mayors offer a
clear framework and a clear political message, but beneath this
must sit a plurality of different settlements, even though these
are more complex and harder to distill into easy soundbites.
Practically, allowing a plural system of different local settlements
further creates implementation challenges compared to the
imposition of a single system. Chapter four makes the case for
why, nonetheless, the principle of asymmetry is so important for
English devolution. Chapter five then spells out the broad principle
of an implementation strategy to make an asymmetric devolution
settlement for England happen, in which central and local
government work together as partners.
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Why do we need an
‘asymmetric’ English
devolution settlement?
As this paper attests, the central state in Whitehall currently
presides over a territory with 55 million citizens and relatively
few intermediate institutions, in which 98 per cent of taxation in
England goes directly to central government. The local government
expert Tony Travers has argued that the origins of centralised
English government lie in the switch of focus of the political elite
during the 1950s and 1960s, away from ruling an Empire towards
governing a multi-national UK state. As this chapter avers, such
virulent English centralism is no longer sustainable, politically,
socially or economically.
The Cities and Local Government Devolution Act, sets out an
ambition for decentralisation and a framework within which it
can happen. But although the Bill looks to set parameters for
devolution, it would be a mistake to think that it must create a
single democratic blueprint for English local government.
The new settlements envisaged by the Bill need to be appropriately
‘asymmetric’ recognising the inherent variability and unevenness
of England: that is, conceived to meet the disparate needs of
particular places, communities and cultures across English
society reflecting unique local demands and aspirations. The
principle of ‘asymmetry’ is already enshrined in the devolution
settlement which has emerged in the UK since the late 1990s. The
Scottish Parliament, the Welsh Assembly, the Northern Ireland
Assembly, and the London Assembly have different powers and
competencies reflecting the varying appetite and appropriateness
of decentralisation across the disparate nations of the United
Kingdom.
22
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As Anderson puts it, “the different processes of devolution were
enacted to address different purposes and respond to different
territorial demands in each constituent nation, resulting in a much
stronger devolved settlement in Scotland and Northern Ireland than
in Wales”.15 Precisely the same fundamental notion of asymmetric
devolution ought to apply within the English state and to English
local government.
Curtice, for example, argues that support for devolution across
the UK had remained firm into the 2000s, enjoying a relatively
wide public consensus precisely because of the asymmetric
nature of Britain’s devolution settlement.16 This has allowed
national differences to be properly recognised, acknowledged,
and expressed within the newly emerging UK political settlement.
Moreover, the shift towards political devolution across the UK
has strengthened the argument for subsidiarity – that in general,
power ought to be exercised as close as possible to the citizen and
that this principle should apply to the rest of England as much as
Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and London.17
There are a range of arguments for properly enshrining asymmetry
in any future English constitutional settlement that significantly
devolves political powers. First, England is a relatively small
country, but there are major structural differences across the
English nation. These are inherently difficult to address through a
‘one size fits all’ democratic design.
For example, England has ten major urban conurbations ranging
from London with a population of 9.9 million to Bristol with a
population of 617,000. According to the Office for National
Statistics (2011), three English regions, the North-East, Yorkshire
15 P. Anderson, ‘Devolution in the United Kingdom: from Creeping Federalism to a
Federal Union?’, Universitat de Pompeu Fabra, March 2014, p.5
16 J. Curtice, ‘A Stronger or Weaker Union? Public Reactions to Asymmetric
Devolution in the United Kingdom’, Publius: The Journal of Federalism, Volume 36
number 1, pp. 95–113, 2006, p.95
17 ‘Public Money, Local Choice’, report of the Independent Commission on Local
Government Finance, London: LGA/CIPFA, pp. 9, October 2014.
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and Humberside, and the West Midlands have rural populations
that are increasing faster than the urban population in those areas.
London, in contrast, has the fastest rising urban population (14
per cent) as a global ‘mega-city’. Overall, 23 million people in
England live and work in counties. The rural population of England
is ageing faster than the urban population: the median age in cities
increased from 36 to 37 between 2001 and 2011, but in rural areas
from 42 to 45 since 2001 with real consequences for long-term
structural demands on public and social care services.
There are other important patterns of divergence within England:
the economy of London and the South-East is increasingly geared
towards the ‘high-value’ service sectors, while the North of England
retains a stake in traditional manufacturing industry. Communities
in the South of England are at the sharp end of pressures on
services, housing and congested infrastructure. While personal
consumption and living standards are usually greater than the
UK average, the cost of living in much of the South is markedly
higher. Northern regions tend to be characterised by higher levels
of morbidity and premature death rates with worse public health
outcomes, combined with lower skill levels and higher long-term
economic inactivity and unemployment rates as the long-term
legacy of deindustrialisation.
As such, different localities will need a different balance of powers
and competencies in order to address these challenges effectively.
Moreover, English devolution can’t merely address giving power to
cities but needs to recognise the importance of devolving power to
rural counties and communities, as well as to clustered networks
of towns that make up a functional economic zone or ‘sub-region’;
thereby acknowledging the importance of scale in attracting
strategic inward investment and development.
The ‘English question’ will have to be addressed urgently in
the light of the ‘devo-max’ settlement for Scotland and further
devolution of powers to Wales. But clearly similar institutions as
24
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now exist in Scotland or Wales cannot be recreated in England.
England is a much larger country with 84 per cent of the total UK
population. Merely creating a single English Assembly or Parliament
would not address the endemic problems of over-centralisation.
Long-term public support for an English Parliament remains relatively
low despite the recent referendum on Scottish independence.18 The
previous Labour government’s proposals for regional devolution
were defeated in the 2004 North-East referendum.
Instead, the issue is less how to reform political institutions in
Westminster responding to protracted and ultimately irresolvable
debates about ‘English votes for English laws’. The question is
fundamentally how to push power away from the central English
state towards the localities and places to which citizens feel
meaningful attachments and allegiances.
This is even more important since the UK has developed an
increasingly ‘post-materialist’ political culture, which manifests
itself in declining trust and growing dissatisfaction with the formal
institutions of democracy, combined with an appetite among
voters for a greater say over the political decisions that are taken
in their name. In this context, it would surely be dangerous for
any government to seek to impose a single democratic blueprint
for devolution to England from Whitehall and Westminster
without reflecting the views and aspirations of the diverse cities,
counties and communities of England. The reorganisation of local
government in 1974 creating two-tier metropolitan authorities
and district councils was notorious for ignoring local wishes and
established loyalties to places and communities, sweeping away
long-standing institutional arrangements in the name of economic
efficiency – but sowing the seeds of mistrust in the central state.
Some will object that asymmetry in any English constitutional
settlement is too messy; but in reality, it is probably inevitable.
18 However, opinion polls have fluctuated: a survey conducted for the BBC in
August 2014 indicated that 54 per cent of English voters were in favour of an
English Parliament.
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The history of English local government since the early 1970s is
of imposing grandiose reform plans from Whitehall which then
fail to match the aspirations of communities. Those who oppose
asymmetry and inevitable variation in local democratic settlements
often object to the very process of devolution across the UK,
arguing that any move away from a national political system will
lead to the wholesale fragmentation of Britain itself. The arguments
of constitutional conservatives such as Lord Norton are, of course,
cogently argued and were given additional support during the
Scottish independence referendum campaign, making us acutely
aware of the unintended consequences of constitutional reform.
But as an argument for the status quo they are unlikely to have
much traction in contemporary English society given the scale of
challenges we collectively face in relation to financial austerity,
unmet needs for public service provision, and the depth of
disengagement from the established political system.
Some, more often from the traditional left of the political spectrum,
will further object that asymmetric English devolution will lead to
greater inequality and further ‘postcode lotteries’ in public service
provision. They argue that ‘asymmetric localism’ permitting an
uneven rolling-out of locally devolved powers would enable
some areas to race ahead at the expense of those that lacked
the capabilities or political will to advance as rapidly. Moreover,
ministers are reluctant to ‘let go’ of the levers at the centre, fearing
that they will inevitably be blamed when things go wrong locally.
This further reflects historic concerns about the administrative
competence and capability of English local authorities.19
Again, it is important to take this argument seriously given the
robust evidence of increasing spatial and geographic polarisation
in the UK over the last three decades.20 But these objections
are not wholly convincing: for one, enormous inequalities exist
within the current, highly centralised English political settlement.
19 T. Travers, ‘The Council Trap’, The Guardian, 27th February 2009.
20 D. Dorling, Inequality and the 1 Per Cent, London: Verso, 2014.
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The guiding hand of centralism in Whitehall has not been able
to eradicate all forms of inequality in state provision or in social
outcomes for England.
Moreover any credible plan for English devolution needs to
address how to systematically increase capabilities and capacities
across English local government. Given the strategic importance
of DCLG to this process, future governments would never
simply be abandoning local councils or areas to ‘go it alone’.
The accountability challenge needs to be properly resolved by
redefining the doctrine of ministerial responsibility, making it clear
where operational accountability has been delegated, and where
it has not across government and the public sector. Furthermore,
the argument for localism in England is about rebalancing, rather
than abandoning, the central state altogether: the centre and the
local level have to work in hand in hand. This is not a ‘zero-sum’
game where more responsibility locally means central government
is denuded of the authority and legitimacy necessary to create a
fairer, more equal society.
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How should a new
English devolution
settlement be forged?
Having made the case for an asymmetric devolution settlement in
England, the following chapter sets out how this might be achieved
in practice within the parameters set out by the Cities and Local
Government Devolution Bill. The principle of any reform initiative
ought to be that greater local powers should not be imposed by
the centre, but should be a response to local bottom-up pressures
from citizens, local politicians and civil society. In short, substantive
political devolution should occur where people locally demand it,
and on the basis of powers which have been agreed locally.
The Mayoral model has strengths but its weakness is that it
remains an important but narrow mechanism to achieve greater
local accountability and governance. Merely electing a single
political representative every five years will not necessarily bring
power any closer to localities. The emphasis in devolving power
should be on strengthening participative, as well as representative,
local democracy.
The Bill sets out a distinction between devolution settlements
for cities and “growth deals” for towns and counties. In practice,
in either case, the Government should invite local authorities,
individually or collectively, to present a proposed ‘Local Deal’ to
the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
within two years of the next general election. After all, voters
expect ministers and politicians to lead from the front setting out
a coherent vision for the country. The ‘Local Deal’ proposals put
forward by each local jurisdiction would spell out precisely what
additional powers, competencies, budgets and capabilities the
local area was seeking, and what accountability mechanisms were
in place to oversee such arrangements locally.
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Crucially, local councils, whether in cities or counties, would be free
to bid for additional financial powers, including the power to borrow
prudentially for capital investment. In the heyday of English local
government in the 1930s and 1940s, local councils could borrow to
build their own housing and improve municipal services.21 A model
for enhancing local government’s borrowing powers is available in
the form of the Tax Increment Financing mechanism (TIF) which
has been agreed by the Chancellor to support capital infrastructure
investment in the city-region of Manchester. The TIF enables
ten local councils in the city-region to pool their business rates,
borrowing against future revenue streams and the prospective
‘uplift’ or ‘increment’ in business rates through regeneration and
development: the funding would be used to support housing,
transport and infrastructure projects across the area.22
It is important to note that TIF may not be appropriate for every
local government area, however, since it relies on the prospect
of significant growth in business rate revenues over time.23 In
addition, local authorities should have the same unlimited capacity
to borrow for investment as social landlords where new public
housing programmes generate social returns, given there are
currently 1.7 million households on the waiting list for affordable
properties across England.24 The LGA has estimated that local
authorities could build between 17,000 and 15,000 homes if
borrowing restrictions were lifted.
The emphasis on financial powers is particularly significant. The
argument is that without financial devolution, political devolution is
unlikely to succeed. The centre/local imbalance has weakened the
impetus and momentum behind localising reforms. In comparison
to other industrialised nations, local autonomy and initiative over
21 E. Cox (ed.), ‘Love Thy Neighbour: people and place in social reform’, London:
IPPR, 2013.
22 http://www.lgcplus.com/news/services/economic-development/greatermanchester-outlines-area-wide-tif-plan/5021289.article
23 www.parliament.uk/briefing-papers/sn05797.pdf
24 ‘Public Money, Local Choice’, report of the Independent Commission on Local
Government Finance, London: LGA/CIPFA, pp. 9, October 2014.
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economic development and taxation are highly restricted. Local
taxes account for five per cent of total taxation receipts in the
UK compared to 12-16 per cent on average in Western Europe;
in most of continental Europe including Germany, the financial
autonomy of local government is enshrined in the constitution; in
contrast: “UK central government exerts an unusual level of control
over the spending and borrowing of local government”.25 Moreover,
there has been a historic decline in the role of local authorities as
the key institution in the provision of welfare and public services.
Whereas Labour and Conservative governments have in the
past sought to devolve political power through by-passing local
government and creating new delivery entities at ‘neighbourhood’
level, the focus of the plan proposed in this paper would be on
local councils and elected local government with a democratic
mandate operating as the driving agent of reform, working
alongside other local public bodies. In addition, there would be an
effort across Whitehall to ensure that all government departments
granted competence powers to local public bodies under their
jurisdiction, complementing the process of local government
reform, particularly to ensure pooling of budgets.
A key strategic role of DCLG is to ensure that service integration
taking place locally is mirrored in the behaviours and structures
of Whitehall departments. Much of this is about releasing the
energy that already exists around local councils and local public
services: LGIU has recently reported on the extraordinary levels of
innovation in the local government sector, and the emergence of a
nascent ‘connected localism’ at the neighbourhood level.26
There is much that local government has already done to
reconfigure services locally, defining an imaginative ‘placeshaping’ agenda. Often this goes beyond the statutory services
that local councils formally control: leaders are the most important
25 ‘Public Money, Local Choice’, report of the Independent Commission on Local
Government Finance, London: LGA/CIPFA, pp. 9, October 2014.
26 http://www.lgiu.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Connected-Localism.pdf
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democratically elected figures locally who have the capacity to
bring people and agencies together, using their influence as a
‘bully pulpit’ to get things done.
In the past, it may have been the case that local councils were
reluctant to use all of the powers at their disposal. The most highperforming authorities have not waited to be ‘handed back’ powers
by central government but have seized the initiative, strengthened
by the Coalition Government’s decision to give councils a ‘general
power of competence’ in the Localism Act (2011). Authorities such
as Essex, Sheffield and South Tyneside have pioneered new
approaches to regenerating disadvantaged neighbourhoods and
areas, working in partnership with the community and voluntary
sector, alongside business.
Nonetheless, these new powers have not given local authorities
discretion to raise taxes or precepts, nor indeed to borrow such are
the controlling tendencies of Whitehall. The imposition of central
controls over local government finance was undertaken before the
renaissance of local councils over the last twenty years, which has
led to rising levels of trust and legitimacy.27 It is a wholly outdated
development that ought now to be reversed.
Our proposal is to invert the current relationship between central
and local government by creating a locally-led process of
devolution (more accurately conceived as an ‘evolution’ of power
from the local rather than ‘devolution’ of power from the centre).
This would not involve local authorities being subject to onerous
monitoring and assessment by the centre, nor would it replicate a
bid system similar to that in place for the local growth fund whereby
ministers set the criteria for success and hand down judgement
from on high.
Instead DCLG would set a clear expectation that within a year local
27 ‘Public Money, Local Choice’, report of the Independent Commission on Local
Government Finance, London: LGA/CIPFA, pp. 9, October 2014.
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authorities, groups of local authorities, or local authorities and other
local partners (including LEPs and CCGs for example) would come
forward with Local Deal proposals setting out the statutory powers,
governance arrangements and fiscal powers that they need in
order to drive growth and deliver effective public services in their
localities.
These proposals might well include service integration and pooled
budgets, new forms of social financing, new governance models
including combined authorities and elected mayors, new tax raising
or retention powers, or changes to borrowing rules. Crucially
however, the shape of such deals will be determined by local
needs and aspirations not by a blueprint approved (either explicitly
or implicitly) by central government.
Such ‘Local Deals’ would have to satisfy five simple tests in order
to be approved by the Secretary of State for Communities and
Local Government:
1. Benefit: can it be demonstrated that the Local Deal
proposed will deliver real value for local people through
economic growth and development, better or more
sustainable public services, pooling of resources across
services, improved infrastructure, or in some other way
driven by local requirements?
2. Financial probity: can central government be confident
that public money will be spent legally, honestly and
transparently?
3. Financial management: how will councils ensure that
return on spending is at least as effective as under the
current system?
4. Ethical Standards: can it be demonstrated that the
benefits of the Local Deal will be fairly distributed
throughout the population?
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5. Governance: are there adequate structures in place to
make any new arrangements under the Local Deal properly
accountable to local people? Accountability through the
ballot box is an important part of this, but not all of it: Local
Deals must also demonstrate how they will inform local
people of progress and get continual feedback from them.
While DCLG may wish officials to establish certain minimum
criteria, the onus should be firmly on the Local Deal proposers
to establish how they intend to define and evaluate success in
relation to these tests.
The presumption of government policy would always be in favour
of devolving powers, unless there were compelling reasons not
to do so. Any single or combined authority which failed to satisfy
these tests would have the option of receiving external support
from DCLG to ensure it met the particular criteria within a further
year of applying for the additional powers. Local authorities with
demonstrably less capacity would be encouraged to collaborate
intensively with other authorities as potential strategic partners.
The remaining three years of this parliament would be devoted to
implementation of the Local Deals. The policy aim would therefore
be to build capacity throughout English local government, ensuring
a radical devolution framework for local councils was properly in
place by 2021.
This proposal represents faster and more radical progress towards
a fully devolved system of local governance than has previously
been imagined. It allows devolution to happen at speed and at
scale and decouples progress from the institutional capacity
of DCLG and the Treasury to process and negotiate deals. Its
emphasis is on a ‘bottom-up’ rather than a ‘top-down’ process
of implementation: it will be for local leaders, politicians and
communities to generate devolution proposals themselves.
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The slimmer, enabling centre in DCLG will play a strategic
role providing oversight and policy impetus and in establishing
transparency so that good practice is shared across the country.
However, it will avoid wherever possible direct interference in
local councils, or onerous bureaucratic and regulatory monitoring.
Local Deals must involve ongoing conversations with their
local communities and this should in time shift the balance of
accountability away from reporting to DCLG and towards local
people.
Clearly there are always political risks that have to be managed:
ministers must retain powers of intervention in local councils where
gross financial mismanagement or manifest incompetence in
service delivery occurs, but they should have to justify the use of
those powers to Parliament in each instance. To succeed, DCLG
ministers will have to ‘steer’ rather than ‘row’ the devolution reform
process.
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Conclusion
This paper has sought not only to make the case for further
devolution as a means of strengthening local economies and
improving public services, but to set out a practical road-map for
how political devolution to English local government might be
achieved.
England is the largest political territory in the European Union
without its own democratically accountable, representative political
institution as power has remained heavily centralised in Whitehall
and Westminster. But progress on devolution has been agonisingly
slow not least because politicians at the centre are reluctant to
cede powers and responsibilities in a political system where blame
and failure are centralised.
In this paper, we develop a framework which is intended to
send a clear signal - that devolution of power to English local
councils is to be celebrated and rewarded - but within a system
of accountable checks and balances overseen by parliament but
most importantly responsive to local citizens. We also recognise
that the devolution agenda cannot be just about what happens
in the cities and major urban conurbations - we also need to
devolve power to networks of towns and counties across the
country. This will entail a culture of collaboration between local
authorities, sharing expertise and resources to achieve better
outcomes for the public.
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